ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Professionals have long sought methods to accurately measure investment markets of competing asset classes. Alongside risk, return and liquidity, determining market size represents an important strategic benchmark in the asset allocation process. In most bond and equity markets, the value of each security is known, as public trading provides constant pricing information and the number of shares (or bonds) is a matter of public record. On the other hand, the property investment market is fragmented with no central trading place, a variety of ownership structures and a range of different building categories. Less-than-accurate knowledge of the property investment universe is a distinct disadvantage to the property investment community as compared to the better informed alternative asset classes. This can only add to an additional risk premium when developing major property strategies.
Pacific Rim Property Research Journal, Vol 11, No 3 269 In acknowledging the significance to assess the size of the Australian property investment universe, many in the Australian property industry depend on anecdotal evidence to determine overall property market size. The approximate value placed on a speculative view is in contrast to the portrayed sophisticated approach to property investment in the Australian capital markets. Property researchers from leading international property organisations (for example: DB Real Estate 2002, Henderson Investors 2000, Liang & Gordon 2003 , McIntosh et al 2004 and Whitaker 2001 have undertaken research in this area and have adopted an economic activity (gross domestic product) based approach to estimate the value of a country's property investment market. This top down method can be compared to a bottom up approach, developed from information on a sample location and property data sourced from the Australian property industry as at a specific point of time.
This paper aims to examine and evaluate different methods to measuring the Australian property investment universe. The theory behind the models will be reviewed and model outcomes compared. On several points, there are assumptions, which will be discussed. However, further research is required in key areas and therefore all figures cited should be treated with appropriate caution. Nevertheless, the more knowledge gained on the Australian property investment universe, the better the platform for future commercial property analysis which should ultimately advance the quality of commercial property investment and development decisions for all property investors.
Following the abstract and introduction, Section three explains the benefits of measuring the property universe, with Section four detailing the selected property universe models. Section five discusses the empirical findings from the Australian property universe models and the final section provides concluding comments.
BENEFITS OF MEASURING THE PROPERTY UNIVERSE
Apart from being able to clearly quantify property as a major asset class, the benefits of measuring the property investment universe are significant. Foremost, it can provide the basis for property allocation, as in many locations, the application of asset pricing models are handicapped by limited quantity and poor quality of property performance data. For an alternative approach, McIntosh et al (2004) discussed a European property portfolio utilising a country's property market size as a base allocation benchmark and then over and underweight according to market expectations.
Similarly, being able to assess the overall size of a property investment market can be a valuable tool for local property professionals, who can compare the property investment universe with the known invested property market as owned by institutions etc. The difference between the two figures would indicate the estimated value of private and corporate-owned property and represent a major source of future property investment for institutional investors (Henderson Investors 2000 and Roulac 2003) .
Investment preferences and debt funding performance can stem from several considerations affected by the property market size. As Smith et al (2004) pointed out, larger markets tend to be deeper markets with more diverse industry sectors. This can provide both a bigger selection of acquisition opportunities and more liquidity for disposal. Likewise, major property markets have smaller supply and demand fluctuations and are less affected by new construction or the downsizing or failure of any single employer. This theme can be extended to debt financing and the probability of loan default. Gordon & Kizer (2004) research on debt securities illustrated that loans in smaller property markets do demonstrate weaker overall credit performance, even when controlling the debt leverage.
Measuring the property universe can also provide valuable information to government and the property industry. An accurate record of property market size (in dollar terms) can form a key measure of a country's national wealth, alongside demonstrating the role of property as a defined component of the domestic investment universe. Furthermore, property universe data can have an advocacy role for the property industry in examining fiscal policies, such as to illustrate the revenue stream derived by government from property taxes imposed on investment grade properties. (Higgins & Vamvakoulias, 2004) .
PROPERTY UNIVERSE MODELS
Measuring the size of the Australian property investment market is a challenging task, as some definitions are vague and interpretations do vary among the different property sectors and building grades. In acknowledging the issues and applying broad classifications, property universe models, in principle, do depend on either the relationship with key economic determinants or to known aggregated property data. The three following property universe models utilise these approaches.
Economic Activity Model
The property investment market of a country should relate to that nation's economic activity (GDP), as property is recognised as an important factor of production. On USA estimates, Liang and McIntosh (1999) constructed a model for developed countries based on the ratio of commercial property to GDP data. For less developed countries (those with a GDP per capita below US$20,000) having a smaller commercial property market, a formula based on GDP per capita was added.
The Liang and McIntosh (1999) 
equation is as follows:

Real Estate for Country i = GDP i x (US Real Estate to GDP Ratio) x (GDH i /GDH us ) 1/3
The formula explains real estate as the value of higher-graded commercial real estate, GDP i and GDH i are, respectively, GDP and GDP per capita for country i . To smooth out volatility, Liang and Gordon (2003) applied a four year weighted average to GDP and GDP per capita figures.
As at December 2003, the calculation for the Australian property investment universe is as follows:
Australian property investment universe = 45% x AU$738 billion = AU$332 billion
This approach has created considerable interest in the global property research arena, as the size of the global property investment market is now a relatively straightforward calculation. The most recent report by Liang and Gordon (2003) calculated on 2002 GDP values, estimated a global property investment universe of US$12,479 billion. Table 1 details the top 15 counties by US dollar value and percentage share of the global property investment universe. On Table 1 information, the Australian property investment universe is a relatively small component (approximately 1.3%) of the global property investment universe.
In addition, the economic activity formula can demonstrate the movement in the property universe over time. For the year to December 2003, the Australian property investment universe grew by 7%, with a five-year annual growth rate of around 6%. 
Local Property Market Model
The size of the Australian property investment market may be gauged by measuring a local property investment market, which displays similar characteristics to the Australian macro economy, for example: proportionally comparable employment figures per industry sector. As part of a wider study (Higgins & Vamvakoulias, 2004) , the Parramatta local government area was selected, as within the council boundaries, there is a broad range of commercial grade properties and leading property companies should have extensive property information due to the council's location within the Sydney metropolitan area. (2004c) A range of property data was collected from six leading property data providers on a confidential basis. Where available, the current value of individual investment grade properties was determined on the past two years of sale evidence and any recent valuations. In addition, aggregated data from the Property Council of Australia Investment Performance Index detailed the average capital value of the different property sectors. This was applied to the floor area of a property to determine the current property value. The aggregated data detailing the estimated investment grade property market size and value for the Parramatta local government is shown in Table 3 . Source: Higgins and Vamvakoulias (2004) In collecting and analysing the property data, extensive practical property information becomes available. On an aggregate basis, at December 2003, the total value of investment grade property market in Parramatta local government area is $5.4 billion and includes by sector; office 42%, retail 31% and industrial 27%. The main property in Parramatta by value is Westfield Parramatta contributing 50% of the total retail market. The ownership by institutions of Parramatta investment grade property is estimated at 59 buildings with a value of $2.4 billion, being 44% of the property investment market.
On knowing the value of property in the Parramatta local government area, macro economic data on Australia and Parramatta can be compared. After adjustments, the relationship between the macro economic indicators can form the multiplier to derive the estimated size of the Australian property investment universe. 
Source: ABS (2001)
On examining the employment data by industry sector, the Parramatta local government area employment statistics differed widely in the two sectors of Wholesale, and Finance and Insurance. These sectors were adjusted to the corresponding Australian industry sector percentage. The Australian employment sub-total was divided by the adjusted Parramatta employment sub total to provide a multiplier of 97. This in turn, when applied to the $5.4 billion of Parramatta investment grade property provided an estimated Australian property investment universe of $528 billion. This well exceeds the economic activity model by $196 billion.
For a comparison, on available 1999 to 2001 Australian Tax Office data, the gross income of business entities can provide a realistic measure of economic performance. This is shown in Table 5 . On applying the same approach as in the employment data analysis, a multiplier of 81 for gross income of business entities can be applied to the $5.4 billion of Parramatta investment grade property. This provides an estimated Australian property investment universe of $437 billion. This exceeds the economic activity model by $105 billion.
Core Property Sector Model
According to Roulac (2003) , the terminology employed for classifying institutional property is in terms of "core" and "non-core" property type. Core property embraces office, retail and industrial markets with non-core representing all other property types, including hotels etc.
The Property Council of Australia, in consultation with the property industry, centrally collect and record the main office markets and Australian retail shopping centres and includes aggregated floor areas. Details on collection, methodology and reporting process can be sourced from the regular Property Council publications (Property Council of Australia 2004a,b). On sourcing the average capital value per square metre from the Property Council of Australia Investment Performance Index, the aggregated value of property sectors can be determined.
The Australian office investment universe representing Grade B properties and above is exhibited in Table 6 . Table 6 details an Australian office investment universe of $65 billion and includes by grades, Prime office 64% and Grade B office 36%. The structure of the Property Council Office database allows for the data to be examined by location and building grade.
Similar to the office market, the Australian retail investment universe can be calculated from the Property Council of Australia shopping centre directory. Table 7 displays by grades the shopping centre floor areas and capital values per square metre. Source: Property Council of Australia (2004b,c) Table 7 lists the Australian retail investment universe at $54 billion. The retail market can be segregated by grades, major regional and above 41%, regional 15%, sub regional and below 40%, and miscellaneous including bulky goods 4%.
Overall, there is sound information on the Australian office and retail markets. This is in contrast to the industrial market, with databases limited to specific locations in major metropolitan regions. To overcome this issue, adjusted ABS 2001 census data for industrial employment was applied to Thomson (1997) UK industrial workplace density figures. The derived floor area was adjusted according to Roulac's (2003) specialised/nonspecialised allocation factors (i.e. specialised property has limited value to another organisation, for example: steelworks, and therefore should be excluded from being part of a defined industrial property universe). This total of non-specialised industrial property floor space can be in turn subdivided into property investment grade property and secondary property, with the apportionment based on office market ratios. (2003), Thomson (1997) The industrial floor area estimates should be viewed with caution, as a number of assumptions are made in the approach and the floor area rate is dated and from the UK. A survey of workplace density of Australian industrial occupiers and a further breakdown of the ABS employment figures would provide a better insight into the Australian industrial investment market. On sourced information, the Australian industrial investment universe is detailed in Table 9 . Source: Property Council of Australia (2004c) The individual Australian office, retail and industrial investment markets can be combined to provide a total core property sector investment universe (see Table 10 ). On aggregate, the core property sector universe is approximately $154 billion and includes by sector; office 42%, retail 35% and industrial 23%. This breakdown resembles that portrayed in the Parramatta property investment market: office 42% retail 31% and industrial 27%. This information indicates similarities between locations on the composition of the different property sectors.
The core property sector universe is around 46% of the property universe based on the economic activity model.
DISCUSSION
The property universe models measure different components of the Australian property investment market and are based on assumptions, with some requiring further research. The estimates should therefore be treated with appropriate care. Nevertheless, the individual models can be examined and analysed in conjunction with relevant overseas research into the relationship between the different property investment market components.
According to Henderson Investors (2000), there are two main estimates which compare the property investment universe with the investment market owned by institutions; one from the UK (Callender and Key, 1996) and the other from the US (PricewaterhouseCoopers and Lend Lease 1999). The research implies grossing up the size of the invested institutional property market by around two and a half to three times. On applying this to PIR (2003) estimates of $104 billion held by institutions directly in Australian properties, it would suggest an Australian property universe in the region of $260 billion to $312 billion. Bearing in mind the UK and US research reports are dated and subsequently there has been an aggressive expansion in the property investment industry, the Australian property investment universe based on the economic activity model of $332 billion would be within reasonable limits.
The Roulac (2003) paper on the corporate real estate market suggests that 40% of aggregated corporate real estate is in core business real estate and would be appropriate for institutional investors. Assuming that core business real estate equates to the core property sector, the property universe in terms of the Australia will be approximately $385 billion. Interestingly, the institutional ownership of investment grade property in the Parramatta local government area is approximately 44% of the recorded property investment market, which would translate to an Australian property universe of $350 billion. Theses figures would further support the economic activity model for a property universe in the region of $332 billion.
The local property market model outcomes provided a clear contrast to the figures from alternative models, although in the two stage local property model, the information on the Parramatta local government property market provided useful information on property composition and ownership structure. The difficulty is in providing a satisfactory measure to compare a local to a national property market. Foremost, the capital values will be too high for the Parramatta properties due to the Sydney metropolitan region location. Similarly, the selected macroeconomic comparables may need to be refined to represent a realistic comparison between a local and national property markets. This research would further benefit from analysis of additional local property markets around Australia. Once information is available, a more comprehensive picture of the Australian property universe can be constructed highlighting opportunities in local property markets compared to national benchmarks.
CONCLUSION
The benefits of measuring the Australian property universe are significant. The information can provide the basis for property asset allocation, be a key measure of a nation's wealth and indicate property market opportunities for institutional investors. As part of a global property allocation strategy, leading international property researchers have adopted an economic activity based approach to value a country's property investment market. For this research, the popular top down method was compared to a bottom up approach, developed from information on a sample location and to property data sourced from the Australian property industry at a specific point of time.
The three property universe models measure different components of the Australian property investment market. Linked together, they can provide an outline of the Australian property universe. As at December 2003, the models suggest an Australian property investment universe of $332 billion with a core property market (office, retail and industrial) of $154 billion. The relationship to the $5.4 billion property universe of the Parramatta local government area was difficult to substantiate. However, with institutions owning $104 billion dollars of Australian properties (PIR 2003) and applying overseas research on comparing property investment markets to invested institutional property markets, the findings tended to support the suggested Australian property investment universe figures.
